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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The purpose of this report is to consider the developments in the corporate governance 

landscape following the momentous collapse of Enron Corporation on December 3,2001. The 

scope of this report will be confined to the UK, and to a lesser degree, the US, over a time 

period spanning the previous two decades. It provides a brief, critical synopsis of the Enron 

collapse and the literature around it before turning to explore the developments in legislation 

and regulation taken in response. It considers notable developments in this area, such as 

incidences of corporate governance failings as seen in the collapse of Carillion’s 2018, and 

how much significance should be attached.  

The report finds that the existing status quo in the UK does not provide optimal conditions 

for effective corporate governance with current approaches suggesting an over-focus and 

over-reliance on the role of stewardship in this endeavour. This report concludes that this 

trust is misplaced for a number of critical reasons, namely: the lack of a legal fiduciary duty 

on the part of shareholders in the UK (unlike the US); the adherence to portfolio theory 

exercised by most institutional investors and the suboptimal incentives on offer for 

meaningful engagement and overwatch; and, the ‘rational apathy’ of most shareholders.  

As such, the report finds that urgent remedial action must be taken to find a more appropriate 

regulatory and legal framework and makes recommendations to this end. These 

recommendations would see a UK transition which is more akin to the existing US approach 

to corporate governance which is generally legislated and mandatory (contrasted with the UK 

which is predominantly regulatory and optional in nature) with tougher criminal punishment. 

If these warnings are ignored, the author considers that corporate governance failings will 

continue to be the bane of our modern capital markets and threaten our economic prosperity. 



INTRODUCTION 

 

Corporate scandals are the disdain of a capitalist society – they strip value from capital 

markets and undermine they undermine economic development. They impact everybody: 

whether it is an individual investor with their life savings in a specific stock, an NHS employee 

paying into their pension every month or an employee starting their first job. Critically, history 

would show that nearly all (if not all) corporate scandals and corporate governance failings 

are completely avoidable. As lawyers and practitioners, we are equally exposed to these risks, 

which are intensified for those of us working as in-house lawyers for such corporations. This 

report is designed to give you a brief overview of why corporate governance is so important, 

why its failings can be so monumental, and why (generally) we still get it so wrong and what 

we can do to improve it.  

In such a case, praemonitus, praemunitus - forewarned is forearmed! 

This report is designed to be wide-ranging in its application for practice, and seeks, as best as 

possible, to provide a succinct and concise overview of Enron and the wider framework of 

corporate governance and its legislative and regulatory confines. However, given the tight 

word limits of a report - it will focus on the more prevalent and accepted theories, the more 

well-known instances of corporate governance failings alongside the landmark legal and 

regulatory frameworks instead of being a more comprehensive, comparative and 

theoretically evaluative resource. It is hoped that when a practitioner better understands the 

wider market and theoretical dynamics in which corporate governance operates – the better 

equipped they will be generally and the more considered their legal advice will be.   



To this endeavour, this report adopts the following structure: first, the main body provides a 

short synopsis of the Enron scandal and explores some of the literature and academic 

discourse that followed, including a short, accessible synopsis of the underlying theory behind 

corporate governance and the prevalent ‘agency theory’. Second, it courses and reviews the 

legislative and regulatory changes made in response in both the UK and the US (which largely 

set the conditions for modern day corporate governance); third, a slew of corporate scandals 

since Enron will be critically evaluated before concluding on the state of the current 

framework. Finally, recommendations are made on how it might be improved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

 

THE STORY OF ENRON 

 

While Enron today is a word often ushered behind the closed doors of corporate governance 

training events, a word synonymous with scandal, corruption and corporate failure – only 2 

decades ago it was synonymous with innovation2, a ‘Wall Streets’ Darling’3 and on course  to 

become the largest company in the world by revenue.4 Between 1996 and 2000 Enron 

increased sales from $13.3bn USD to $100.8bn USD and even claimed to be on track to double 

revenue again in the year it declared for bankruptcy. Such impressive revenue growth saw 

Enron’s share price explode from a meek $3.13 a share in 1985 (following the merger of 

Houston Natural Gas and InterNorth) to over $86 dollars at its height in 2001.5 Unfortunately, 

the rise of a relatively obscure energy trading company into an worldwide energy monolith 

was not to be sustained – with Enron filing for bankruptcy on December 2, 2001 and becoming 

the largest corporate bankruptcy in US history.6  

What unveiled over the following years, and the numerous civil and criminal investigations 

that were launched (including by the Federal Bureau of Investigation), was a mosaic of inter-

related fraudulent schemes focused on sham-accounting designed to hide the true financial 

 
2 Enron was named “America’s Most Innovate Company” by Fortune every year between 1996 and 
2001, with ‘ENRON’ incidentally being the answer to the New York Times Crossword in December 
2018, clue: ‘Fortune Magazine’s most innovative American company for six consecutive years’ 
3 Salia Hernandez, ‘The Fall of the Wall Street Darling – Enron Case Study’, Lasallian Business 
Leadership, Ethics and CSR Journals, (2017) Page 1 
4 Dan Ackman, ‘Enron the Incredible’, Forbes (Jan 15 2002) Available: 
https://www.forbes.com/2002/01/15/0115enron.html#7206fdaf3c9c Last Accessed August 2 2019 
5 Yuhao Li, ‘The case analysis of the Scandal of Enron’, International Journal of Business and 
Management’, Volume 5, no 10 (2010) 
6 George Benston, ‘The quality of Corporate Financial Statements and their Auditors before and after 
Enron’, Policy Analysis. No 497 (2003) Available: 
https://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/pubs/pdf/pa497.pdf Last Accessed August 2 2019 



position of Enron. Ultimately, the CEO of Enron Jeffrey Skilling was sentenced to 24 years in 

prison for his part in the collapse (serving 11 years) with the CFO Andy Fastow sentenced to 

11 years (serving 5 years)7 with another 16 others from Enron8  and its auditors/accountants 

Arthur Andersen were found guilty for breaching even simple accounting principles and for 

actively shredding over two tonnes of potentially damaging documents (though the criminal 

convictions were overturned on appeal).9 This intricate network of Special Purpose Vehicles 

(‘SPVs’) or Special Purpose Entities (‘SPE’) and abstract accounting models (‘mark-to-market’ 

which allowed manipulation of the net present values10) allowed Enron to effectively ‘cook 

its books’11 and misdirect the entire market – thus enabling a relatively obscure energy 

trading company to become the “7th largest company in the US”12 at the time.  

The concealment of debt by Enron portrayed a false image of Enron’s true finances, with it 

owing $70 bn USD to its creditors upon collapse. Aside from the thousands of job losses 

(including at Arthur Andersen, previously a ‘big five’ accountancy firm who were unable to 

recover from their role in the collapse), there was also a $2bn USD lost in company pension 

 
7 Chris Morris, ‘Former Enron CEO Jeff Skilling Released from Prison’ Fortune (31 August 2018) 
Available https://fortune.com/2018/08/31/enron-ceo-jeff-skilling-released-prison/ Last accessed 27 
August 2019 
8 The Federal Bureau of Investigation, ‘Crime in the Suites: A Look Back at the Enron Case’, (2006) 
Available https://archives.fbi.gov/archives/news/stories/2006/december/enron_121306 Last 
Accessed July 15 2009 
9 Patrick Robbins and Alicia Huffman, ‘Document Destruction and Obstruction of Justice: Why Arthur 
Andersen Doesn’t Matter’, Criminal Law, Regulation and Enforcement (2006) Page 1 
10 The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, ‘Fair Value or Mark to Market 
Accounting’ (2008) Pp1-2 Available: https://www.icaew.com/-
/media/corporate/archive/files/technical/financial-reporting/ifrs/icaew-fair-value.ashx> Last 
Accessed July 16 2019 
11 Corporate Finance Institute, ‘Enron Scandal – A series of financial wrongdoings that led to the 
collapse of the Enron Corporation in 2001’, (2015) Available 
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/other/enron-scandal/ Last Accessed 
July 15 2019 
12 Mark Tran and Stefanie Khaw, ‘Enron’, The Guardian (July 6 2006) Available: 
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2006/jul/06/corporatefraud.enron Last Accessed 11th July 
2019 

https://archives.fbi.gov/archives/news/stories/2006/december/enron_121306
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/other/enron-scandal/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2006/jul/06/corporatefraud.enron


plans and the $60bn USD lost in market value.13 With some of the largest institutional 

investment companies, banks and hedge funds all possessing huge positions in the Enron at 

the time of collapse – the financial repercussions were enormous with shockwaves felt across 

the entire globe – with many individual investors losing their entire life savings and pensions 

as a direct result of the collapse.  

 

THE LITERATURE – THE REASONS, WARNING SIGNS AND RATIONALE 

 

The Enron scandal was understandably the focus of intense academic literature, with 

legislators and regulators on both sides of the North Atlantic Ocean keen to provide answers 

to the problems highlighted in the Enron scandal. While much of the focus was placed on key 

individuals such as Skilling and Fastow which saw them labelled by some as “the smartest 

guys in the room”14 and their role in masterminding the fraud, others point out how close the 

lawful many of their actions were:  

There have been scandals in corporate history where people are really making stuff up, but 

this wasn’t a criminal enterprise of that kind…Enron was vanishingly close, in my view, to 

having complied with the accounting rules. They were going over the edge, just a little bit. 

And this kind of financial fraud – where people are simply stretching the truth – falls into 

the area that analysts and short-sellers are supposed to ferret out. The truth wasn’t hidden. 

 
13 Business Insider, ’10 years later: What happened to the former employees of Enron’, (Dec 1 2011) 
Available: https://www.businessinsider.com/10-years-later-what-happened-to-the-former-
employees-of-enron-2011-12?r=US&IR=T Last Accessed July 15 2019  
14 Bethany McLean and Peter Elkind, ‘The Smartest Guys in the Room – The Amazing Rise and 
Scandalous fall of Enron’, (2013) 

https://www.businessinsider.com/10-years-later-what-happened-to-the-former-employees-of-enron-2011-12?r=US&IR=T
https://www.businessinsider.com/10-years-later-what-happened-to-the-former-employees-of-enron-2011-12?r=US&IR=T


But you’d have to really look at their financial statements…And that’s the thing. Nobody 

did.15 

Indeed, Gladwell points to a project undertaken in Spring 1998 at Cornell University by a 

group of students in on its corporate finance module, which involved the students reviewing 

Enron’s accounting practices under the supervision of Charles Lee. Across the 23-page report 

of financial analysis which included statistical pattern tools such as the Beneish model, Lev 

and Thiagarajan indictors and Edwards-Bell-Ohlsen analysis – the students concluded that 

‘Enron may be manipulating its earnings’, suggested the stock at $48 was overvalued and 

recommend a “sell”.16 Despite this, the majority of analysts and credit houses were supportive 

of the stock.  

So if indeed Enron and its stock was, as Gladwell suggests, an ‘open secret’ – why was the 

scandal not uncovered? Likewise, why did Arthur Andersen, a previously large and reputable 

accountancy firm that provided both accountancy and audit services to Enron not raise the 

metaphorical flag; or the 15 strong non-executive board of Enron that included veteran 

business men and law professors that were tasked with such overwatch; or the money 

managers from the huge investment firms; or the banks of Merrill Lynch and the Lehman 

Brothers with their direct links to Enron through their various credit facilities and their teams 

of market analysts. Was it the case that the finer details and warning signs laid bare by 

inexperienced finance students in 1998 were simply overlooked by the thousands of highly-

skilled individuals, many of which had increased exposure to Enron and their affairs, or was 

 
15 Malcolm Gladwell, ‘What the Dog Saw: And Other Adventures’ (2009) Page 44 
16 Malcolm Gladwell, ‘Open Secrets: Enron, Intelligence and the perils of too much information’, Dept. 
Of Public Policy, The New Yorker (January 8 2007) Page 53, Available: 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2007/01/08/open-secrets-3 Accessed July 17 2019 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2007/01/08/open-secrets-3


there something more at play that explained why so many stayed with Enron for so long and 

‘loved it to the end’17? In order to  seek answers to this question, this report delves into some 

of the deeper literature on corporate governance and the prevalent agency theory which 

provides the practitioner with a simple point of reference.  

 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE – THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

 

Corporate governance is a broad topic, and “there is no agreed definition of governance that 

would provide a convenient device for organizing the literature”18 with the OECD recognised 

at least seventeen different definitions.19 Widely defined by the World Bank as “the exercise 

of political authority and the use of institutional resources to manage society’s problems and 

affairs”20 while a narrower, more business-centric definition is “the system by which 

companies are directed and controlled…[and is] about what the board of a company does and 

how it sets the values of the company, and it is to be distinguished from the day to day 

operational management of the company by full-time executives.”21 There exist a number of 

theories that underpin corporate governance such as ‘agency theory’22 (a shareholder 

 
17 Paul La Monica, ‘Where Wall Street Went Wrong: Enron was in bad shape for a long time, but 
analysts kept beating the drum’, CNN Money (November 29 2001) Available: 
https://money.cnn.com/2001/11/29/investing/q_enronanalysts/ Last accessed July 17 2019 
18 P Keefer, ‘Governance’ in T Landman and N Robinson The Sage Handbook of Comparative Politics. 
London: Sage (2009) Page 439 
19 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, ‘Donor Approaches to Governance 
Assessments’ (2009) 
20 Magdi Iskander and Nadereh Chamlou, ‘Corporate Governance: A framework for Implementation’, 
World Bank Group, (2000)  
21 The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, ‘What is corporate governance’ (2019) 
Available https://www.icaew.com/technical/corporate-governance/principles/principles-
articles/does-corporate-governance-matter Last accessed 20 July 2019 
22 MC Jensen and WH Meckling, ‘Theory of the firm: managerial behaviour, agency costs and 
ownership structure”, Journal of Financial Economics, Vol 3, No4, (1976) pp 305-360 

https://money.cnn.com/2001/11/29/investing/q_enronanalysts/
https://www.icaew.com/technical/corporate-governance/principles/principles-articles/does-corporate-governance-matter
https://www.icaew.com/technical/corporate-governance/principles/principles-articles/does-corporate-governance-matter


appoints a director in an agency capacity and both have conflicting interests), ‘stewardship 

theory’23 (a director utilises their authority to maximise their utility for the benefit of the 

organisation), ‘transaction cost theory’24 (based on the internal and external transactions of 

a corporation and the disparity between them) and ‘market myopia’25 theory (the notion that 

businesses or industries that are short-termist and slow to adapt to changes in customers’ 

needs and wants will eventually collapse).   

However, as it is generally accepted that ‘agency theory’ is the “dominant paradigm”26 in 

corporate governance research and is seen as the cornerstone theory to it27 – this will be the 

main focus in this report. According to ‘agency theory’, effective corporate governance is 

needed to limit the ‘agency cost’ which arises from the fact the principal (shareholder) cedes 

authority to an agent (director) to run a corporation for them.28 Agency theory is based on 

the premise that the agents, having no ownership of the corporation, will act in a way that 

maximises their own personal utility to the detriment of others, including the shareholder.29 

This, according to Becker, is natural from a behavioural psychology angle, especially where 

the risk of being caught is low.30 While from the perspective of Armour et al., there also exists 

 
23 J Arthurs, ‘The Boundaries and Limitations of Agency Theory and Stewardship Theory in the Venture 
Capitalist/Entrepreneur Relationship’. Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice 28, (2003) 145. 
24 O Williamson, ‘Transaction cost economics: the governance of contractual relations’, Journal of Law 
and Economics, 22: 233-261 
25 Theodore Levitt, ‘Marketing Myopia’, Harvard Business Review, September-October 1975, P.1 
26 J Davis, F Schoorman and L Donaldson, ‘Towards a Stewardship Theory of Management.’ Academy 
of Management Review 22, (1997a) Page 20 
27 A Keay, ‘Stewardship Theory: Is Board Accountability Necessary?’ International Journal of Law and 
Management, 59 (6) Page 4 
28 MC Jensen and WH Meckling, ‘Theory of the firm: managerial behaviour, agency costs and 
ownership structure”, Journal of Financial Economics, Vol 3, No4, (1976) pp 305-360 
29 D Hogan, ‘The social economy of parent choice and the contract state’, in Davis, G., Sullivan, B. and 
Yeatman, A. (Eds), ‘The New Contractualism?’, Macmillan Education Australia Pty, Australia, (1997) 
pp. 119-136. 
30 Gary Becker, The Economic Approach to Human Behavior, The University of Chicago (1978) pp39-
42 



an agency problem between the majority and minority shareholders31; this is increasingly rare 

in the modern day where dispersed and diluted share ownership is spread across many 

investors and investor types – meaning the traditional shareholder/director conflict is the 

predominant focus of Western literature. Vis a Vis, where shareholder ownership is more 

concentrated with more power retained – this conflict is more limited – and even more so in 

the case of companies with higher proportions of family or governmental ownership.32 

To this end, at the heart of the conflict between the principal and the agent is the fact that 

each can be pursuing different objectives – the shareholder wishes to maximise his return on 

investment via either stock value appreciation or dividend payment; whereas the director 

typically is more short-term and opportunistic in outlook and seeks to abuse asymmetries in 

information for personal gain.33 This is summarised by Darus: ““corporate governance 

problems arise due to the misalignment of interests between managers and investors 

because of the separation of ownership and control in a company”.34 Therefore, in the case 

of Enron its executives were able to exploit “information asymmetries and conflicts on the 

board … to act against the interests of the principals (the shareholders).”35 The ‘agency cost’ 

 
31 John Armour, Henry Hansmann, Reinier Kraakman, ‘Agency Problems, Legal Strategies and 
Enforcement’, (2009) pp 3-4 
32 J Piesse, Y Lien, I Filatotchev, ‘Corporate Governance and Performance in Publicly Listed, Family 
controlled Firms: Evidence from Taiwan’ (2004); this type of ownership is common in the East, Middle-
East and Africa such as in Taiwan and Saudi Arabia. 
33 C Althaus, ‘The application of agency theory to public sector management’, in Davis, G., Sullivan, B. 
and Yeatman, A. (Eds), ‘The New Contractualism?’, Macmillan Education Australia Pty Ltd, Australia, 
(1997)  pp. 137-153. 
34 F. Darus, ‘Corporate governance and corporate failure in the context of agency theory’, The Journal 
of American Academy of Business, Vol. 17 No. 1, (2011),  pp. 125-132. 
35 J Heath and W Norman, ‘Stakeholder theory, corporate governance and public management: what 
can the history of state-run enterprises teach us in the post-Enron era?’, Journal of Business Ethics, 
Vol. 53 No. 1, (2004), Page 248 



is therefore the costs associated with the monitoring, bonding and residual loss arising from 

this conflict of interest.36 

There are a number of theoretical supports for the principle of shareholder primacy, which 

provides the premise of the principal/agent relationship. The most obvious of these is based 

on the notion that corporations exist solely for the “the ratable benefit of all the shareholders 

as their interest appears”37 with the company a mechanism by which shareholders may get a 

positive return on their investments. In this instance, the role of the director is purely to 

control the machinations to maximise this benefit and make “money for its shareholders”.38 

This was supported by the economist Milton Friedman who declared that the only 

responsibility of the directors of a business was to its owners and to “increase its profits.”39  

While this theory has faced some criticism from those such as Dodd who preferred a wider 

and more stakeholder centric approach to the corporation40, and more recently academics 

such as Stout that point to discrepancies in the shareholder primacy approach arising from 

the notion of shareholder ownership of stock, and control over a company (to which the 

example of a shareholder being unable to use the company jet is given)41 these are arguably 

not fatal to the notion of shareholder primacy (residual owners42, residual risk owners43 or 

 
36 MC Jensen, ‘Agency Costs of free Cash Flow, Corporate Finance and Takeovers’, American Economic 
Review. 76, (1986) pp. 323-329 
37 Adolph A. Berle, ‘Corporate Powers as Powers in Trust’, 44 Harvard Law Review (1931) Page 1049 
38 D. Gordon Smith, ‘The Shareholder Primacy Norm’, 23 Journal of Corporate Law (1998) Page 277 
39 Milton Friedman, ‘The Social Responsibility of Business Is to Increase Its Profits’. The New York Times 
Magazine (September 13 1970) Page 32-33 
40 E. Merrick Dodd, ‘For Whom Are Corporate Managers Trustees?’, 45 Harvard Law Review (1932) 
Page 1148 
41 Lynn A Stout, "Bad and Not-so-Bad Arguments for Shareholder Primacy" Cornell Law Faculty 
Publications, Paper 448.. (2002).  
42 SJ Grossman and OD Hart, ‘The Costs and Benefits of Ownership: A theory of Vertical and Lateral 
Integration’ 94 Journal of Political Economy (1986) Page 691 
43 Frank Easterbrook and Daniel Fischel, ‘The economic structure of corporate law’ (1991) Page 36  



otherwise). Briefly, this is because it is rare in reality that ownership grants the ability to 

exercise complete control – such as in the example of trusts (the legal owner is often not the 

beneficial owner), property ownership (ownership of property is limited by legal obligations 

and in many cases a charge by way of legal mortgage) and the fact that shareholders are 

legally entitled to the remaining assets of a company upon liquidation and after all other 

creditors are paid off.  

With the underlying theory of corporate governance and predominant ‘agency theory’ 

considered and provided for ease of reference for the practitioner - the theoretical context 

behind corporate governance and also the reasoning behind many corporate scandals and 

collapses (such as Enron) can be seen. However, while this may provide a rationale for what 

happened at Enron and other such scandals, it fails to encompass the reasons why a collapse 

of such a magnitude was seemingly allowed to happen by the wider market, especially given 

the number of safety mechanisms and ‘gatekeepers’ designed to avoid such a scenario.  It is 

to this consideration that this report will now turn.   

 

A BROKEN SYSTEM?  

 

The Non-Executive Board of Directors 

At the time of Enron’s collapse – it boasted one of the most accomplished non-executive 

boards in the world, with 15 members ranging from Harvard law professors to accomplished 

business professionals with MBAs and decades of experience. The role of the non-executive 

director is to provide independent oversight of a company and to constructively challenge the 



executive where they feel the interests of the company or its shareholders are at risk.44 As 

the Board of Directors sits at the apex of a corporation, their obligations and responsibilities 

are serious – they are not designed to be ‘servants to the leadership’45, to ‘rubber stamp’46 

the executives wishes or to ‘provide a veil of legitimacy but little more’47 to a corporation – 

but instead owe important fiduciary duties of obedience, loyalty and due care48 to the 

corporation and its shareholders.49  

Despite this, the Enron scandal still happened. In the report carried out by the permanent 

subcommittee on Investigations of the United States Senate entitled ‘The role of the Board of 

Director’s in Enron’s Collapse’ published 6 months after the collapse and having reviewed 350 

boxes of documents and carried out hundreds of hours of interviews with 13 past and present 

Enron board members concluded, inter alia :  

Fiduciary Failure. The Enron Board of Directors failed to safeguard Enron shareholders … by 

allowing Enron to engage in high risk accounting, inappropriate conflict of interest 

transactions, extensive undisclosed off-the-books activities, and excessive executive 

compensation. The Board witnessed numerous indications of questionable practices by 

 
44 The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants, ‘The Role of the Non-Executive Director’,  
(2003) Available 
http://www.cimaglobal.com/Documents/ImportedDocuments/NEDSmakingcorpgovwork_techguide
_2003.pdf Last Accessed August 1 2019 
45 R. K. Greenleaf, ‘The Servant as Leader’, Indianapolis, IN: Greenleaf Center. (1970). 
46 Ibrahim Kitoo, ‘Why it is no longer a joke to wear the director’s hat’, Business Daily Africa  
(Wednesday 21 February 2018) Available 
https://www.businessdailyafrica.com/lifestyle/society/Why-it-is-no-longer-a-joke-to-wear-the-
director/3405664-4314232-fyw5owz/index.html Last Accessed August 12 2019 
47 R.K Greenleaf, ‘Servant Leadership: A Journey into the Nature of Legitimate Power and Greatness’, 
Business and Economics (2002) Page 212 
48 Gearheart Industries v. Smith International, 741 F.2d 707, 719 (5th Cir. 1984). 
49 The Business Roundtable, ‘Statement on Corporate Governance’, September (1997) Available 
http://www.ralphgomory.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Business-Roundtable-1997.pdf Last 
Accessed August 15 2019 



Enron management over several years, but chose to ignore them to the detriment of Enron 

shareholders, employees and business associates.50 

The average pay of the non-executive board member was $300,000 USD which often included 

additional perks and benefits. When challenged as to why the non-executive board approved 

$750 mn USD in cash bonuses despite Enron only boasting $975mn USD in net income, 

“apparently no one on the Compensation Committee had ever added up the numbers.”51 

Board members were also found to have frequently acted in conflict of their duties and found 

themselves in conflicts of interests – such as with a number of payments made to Board 

Members for ‘consulting work’ paid in addition to their Board compensation, including large 

donations made by Enron to charities and Foundations directly associated with board 

members.52 During the investigation, Elson declared that the non-executive directors of a 

public corporation should “have no financial connection to the company whatsoever [other 

than their board remuneration]…If a director’s role is as a consultant, hire the director as a 

consultant. If the director’s role is to be a director, hire them as a director. You cannot blend 

the two”.53 The above showcases how the non-executive committee failed in their fiduciary 

duty to the company and its shareholders and serves as a case in point for practitioners when 

considering the role and responsibilities of a non-executive director in the UK or the US.   

 

 

 
50 Permanent subcommittee on Investigations of the United States Senate, ‘The role of the Board of 
Director’s in Enron’s Collapse’, 107th Congress, 2d Session S.PRT 107-70 (2002) Page 3 
51 Ibid Page 51 
52 Ibid Page 52 
53 Ibid, Per Charles Elston, Director of the Center for Corporate Governance at the University of 
Delaware, Hearing Record 94-05 



The Accountants/Auditors 

Arthur Andersen, in what would appear as a prima facie conflict of interest, served as both 

Enron’s accountants and auditors in the run up to its collapse. In their 2000 year end Arthur 

Andersen indicated they had received $25 million in audit fees from Enron and $27 million in 

other services.54 In 1998, the chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission (‘SEC’) 

Levitt voiced concerns at the threat to independence that such arrangements could have – 

and recommended restrictions on the services that could be provided by audit clients – which 

were vehemently opposed by Andersen.55 Also, as Arthur Andersen represented Enron, it had 

then been able to make 80% of the oil and gas industry its client. When Arthur Andersen was 

forced to restate 5 years of financial statements in November 2001, $586mn USD of losses 

suddenly appeared – with Enron filing for bankruptcy within a month. On the 31 August 2002, 

Arthur Andersen agreed to stop auditing companies with the impact that the business was 

essentially shut down. Many critics claim that Arthur Andersen lost their ability to provide 

true financial overwatch and auditory services because “of their dependency on Enron for 

large non-audit fees”56 with the United States Bankruptcy Court declaring:  

[t]he evidence suggests a concerted effort over a period of years by Andersen to assist one 

of its largest clients in taking advantage of rule-based GAAP[23] accounting in order to 

present financial information to the public that made it appear that Enron’s income, cash 

flow, and financial position were materially more robust than was the case. The evidence 

 
54 Al Hartgraves, ‘Andersen’s Role in Enron’s Failure’, Emory University (2004) Page 760 
55 Daniels Fund Ethics Initiative, ‘Arthur Andersen: An Accounting Confidence Crisis’ (2015) Page 2 
Available: https://danielsethics.mgt.unm.edu/pdf/Arthur%20Andersen%20Case.pdf Last accessed 18 
August 2019 
56 Al Hartgraves, ‘Andersen’s Role in Enron’s Failure’ (2004) Page 763 



reviewed by the Examiner is sufficient … to conclude that Andersen breached its duty of care 

and was negligent as to certain portions of work it performed for Enron.57 

The above showcases how conflict of interests and independence of auditors can be eroded 

– especially with long term clients and where additional services are provided, which threaten 

the ability of auditors to oblige their legal and regulatory duties and their wider role in society 

of ensuring financial statements are representative of reality.  

 

Institutional Investors, Banks and The Market at Large 

While it may seem counter-intuitive at first look to blame the market and the institutional 

investors and banks that lost so much financially and reputationally from the collapse of Enron 

for their role in it, it is also important to do so in order to understand the market rationale 

behind the process. On the 31st of October 2001, a matter of time before Enron’s collapse – 

the majority of the financial world rated Enron stock as a “strong buy”58 (and only 2% 

recommended sell or strong sell).59 Naturally, when Enron stock was ‘order of the day’ the 

various institutions made considerable underwriting and conversion fees – meaning whether 

the stock went up or down money was made – some institutions were making upwards of 

$100 million USD in such fees alone.  

 
57 Ibid Page 763 citing United States Bankruptcy Court Southern District of New York (USBC) 
(November 2003): Final Interim Report Of Neal Batson, Court-Appointed Examiner, New York, 4 
November 2003. 
58 P.M. Healy and K.G. Palepu, ‘Governance and Intermediation Problems in Capital Markets: Evidence 
from the Fall of Enron’, Harvard Business School, (2002).  Page 27 
59 Dan Ackman, ‘Enron analysts: We was duped’, Forbes, (February 27 2002) available: 
https://www.forbes.com/2002/02/27/0227analysts.html#6b260b814354 Last Accessed 17 August 
2019 



There were also incentives provided directly to the sell-side analysts themselves, who were 

rewarded by Enron with luxury travel and stays, huge cash bonuses (often more than their 

individual salaries) and opportunities to work at Enron where remuneration packages were 

extremely competitive.60 Enron provides huge potential gains for analysts that encouraged 

stock purchases. This goes some way to explain why, from an individual and institutional level, 

analysts may have perhaps being unwilling to see the red flags around Enron which members 

of Congress suggested was as a result of “a hunger for investment banking business and other 

conflicts keeping them from levelling with investors.”61 An accounting expert at the Center 

for Financial Research and Analysis scoffed at the defence professed by the analysts that the 

information was hidden from them, pointing out “if you want to move up the hierarchy of the 

Wall Street establishment, you don’t rock the boat.”62 Schilit, president of the Center for 

Financial research and analysis, also pointed out how in just a one hour review he spotted a 

number of red flags including “$1 billion in related party revenues: two thirds of company 

profits in one quarter coming from unconsolidated affiliates; and negative cash flow despite 

more than $1 billion in reported profits…for any analyst to say there were no warning signs 

in the public filings, they could not have been reading the same public filings as I did.”63 

Finally, from the perspective of the institutional investors and money managers – why did 

they not pull the plug on the investments? This can be explained from the simple fact that a 

 
60 P.M. Healy and K.G. Palepu, ‘Governance and Intermediation Problems in Capital Markets: Evidence 
from the Fall of Enron.’ Harvard Business School, (2002).  Page 2 
61 Richard Oppel, ‘Wall Street Analysts Faulted on Enron’ The New York Times (Feb 27 2002) Available 
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62 Ibid. 
63 Dan Ackman, ‘Enron analysts: We was duped’, Forbes, (February 27 2002) available: 
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stocks price reflects general market confidence in the company and its performance (actual 

or perceived) and with Enron reporting tremendous performance, pulling the investments 

would have been dangerous. As La Monica declared: “it’s hard to gain new investment clients 

when you trash a stock” 64 – especially one that had provided so much for so long as in the 

case of Enron. As one analyst justified their actions on the “fact the price went up”.65 Likewise, 

if one money manager was to pull investments the year that stock increased 88.6%, they 

would likely be ridiculed and abandoned – whereas if all the investors suffered collectively 

and went off the Enron cliff together they would all suffer equally. The above showcases how 

even the market itself can move against clearly risky stock where it is in their collective and 

individual best interests to do so.  

THE REGULATORY AND LEGAL RESPONSES  

The US, directly impacted by the Enron collapse were quick to change the legal landscape – 

by making major changes to corporate governance and accounting standards which were 

labelled as “the most far reaching reforms of American business practices since the time of 

Roosevelt.”66 The Act mandated “a number of reforms to enhance corporate responsibility, 

enhance financial disclosures and combat corporate and accounting fraud, and created the 

‘Public Company Accounting Oversight Board,’ also known as the PCAOB, to oversee the 

activities of the auditing profession.”67 This was later bolstered by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street 

Reform and Consumer Protection Act 2010 which provided further legislation on the 

regulation of financial products, disclosure and transparency requirements and corporate 

 
64 Paul La Monica, ‘Where Wall street Went Wrong’, CNN Money (November 29 2001) Available: 
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governance standards. These were designed to reduce the risk of such corporate scandals 

happening again, and to limit the ‘sins of omission’ by requiring the CEO and CFO to personally 

certify the financial reports, audit appointment by an independent board and tightening of 

the Mark to Market and NPV accounting principles.68 

In the UK, Enron did not go unnoticed. While corporate governance was in the corporate 

consciousness following the Cadbury report of 1992, a Corporate Governance Code was 

created in 2003 which has seen frequent revisions since. This code is based on the ‘comply or 

explain’ principle, which is where companies observance of the code is not mandatory but 

optional – with reasons given for non-compliance.69 This was later bolstered by the 

Companies Act 2006 which placed legal duties on directors of a company in how they 

operated a corporation – focused on maintaining independence, avoiding conflict of interests 

and promoting the success of the company.70 As recently as January 2019, the Financial 

Reporting Council has sought to strengthen the Stewardship Code 2012, which seeks to 

“promote the long term success of companies”71 by encouraging institutional investors to be 

active in their engagement with companies they have invested in which encompasses 

monitoring of “strategy, performance, risk, capital structure, and corporate governance, 

including culture and remuneration.”72 Intended charges are designed to better embed 

“behaviour conducive to effective stewardship” and considered to be more aligned with the 
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UK Corporate Governance Code 2018. These provisions are also on the ‘comply or explain’ 

basis.  

Effectively, the above showcase serious changes brought in following Enron in both the UK 

and the US – with the former preferring a softer regulatory approach designed to bolster 

existing corporate governance codes and introduce the Stewardship Code and mandatory 

obligations placed on directors; with the former seeking mandatory, legal changes to the legal 

and regulatory framework designed to target the specific issues arising from corporate 

governance scandals such as Enron. While some of these changes are still in their elementary 

stages, some such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002 are now approaching 20 years old.  

This provides a suitable base by which, in the penultimate part of this report, a short synopsis 

of corporate governance failings and scandals can be provided.  

SCANDALS SINCE ENRON 

Unfortunately, despite the above, corporate scandals have remained a common theme since 

the Enron Scandal. Indeed, 9 of the 10 largest scandals of all time occurred after Enron. In 

2002, the WorldCom Scandal led to $180bn in losses for investors after it was discovered 

assets were inflated by $11bn; in 2002, the Tyco scandal involved the CEO and CFO stealing 

over $150mn and inflating the companies assets by $500mn.73 The following year, in 2003, 

Healthsouth inflated earnings by $1.4bn with the CEO selling $75mn in stock the day before 

the company posted huge losses; Freddie Mac, the same year, misstated $5bn in earnings, 

with the AIG accounting scandal in 2005 where $3.9bn was allegedly accounted for 

fraudulently – after posting the largest quarterly loss in US history of $61.7bn and receiving a 

 
73 Accounting Review, ‘The 10 worst corporate scandals of all time’, (2011) Available 
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bailout from the US Government, AIG execs paid themselves $165mn in bonuses.74 In 2008, 

the Lehman Brothers collapsed having hidden $50bn in loans which were accounted for as 

sales; the same year Madoff Investment Securities lost investors $64.8bn through an illegal 

Ponzi scheme.75  

Since Enron, the UK has also been afflicted by similar scandals. More recently Tesco was 

accused in 2014 of overstating profits by £263mn in 2014, which resulted in a £129mn fine 

and £235mn to settle criminal investigations by the Serious Fraud Office and Financial 

Conduct Authority.76 In the same year, PwC (Tesco’s accountants) were fined for £6.5mn for 

a “serious lack of competence in conducting the audit work” with Redcentric, £5mn for its 

audit work with Connaught in 2017, £5.1mn for audit work at RS Tenon Group in 2018 and 

£6.5m for poor auditing of BHS which collapsed in 2018.77 This, alongside similar fines to EY 

and Deloitte has led the Competition and Markets Authority to propose a major shakeup of 

the industry. More recently, in 2018 Carillion collapsed following ‘systematic manipulation’ 

of their accounts which gave rise to claims that the Financial Reporting Council is “toothless”78 

with the House of Commons BEI Committee declaring it has “no confidence in the ability of 

the regulators…Carillion could happen again, and soon.”79 There are simply too many other 

examples of corporate scandals for the limitations of this report, but include criminal action 
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against Barclays for an allegedly illegal £3bn Qatar loan80 and Rolls Royce embroiled in a 

corruption and false accounting scandal.81 
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CONCLUSION 

 

It is quite clear from the above that little, if anything, has been learnt from the mistakes 

highlighted by the Enron Scandal nearly 2 decades ago – res ipsa loquitur. The underlying 

market conditions that continue to prevail showcase the reality that, as it stands, there is 

currently too much to gain and so little to risk from pursuing a selfish, destructive, opportunist 

and short-term agenda. If anything, the sheer scale of losses suffered, and the propensity of 

such scandals have actually increased. It is high time that the legislators, regulators and policy 

makers accept that a new approach is needed that reduces the opportunity and increases the 

risk to those wishing to pursue such agendas. Indeed, in the UK between May and July 2019 

only 12 of the 319 directors disqualified received the maximum disqualification ban of 11 

years.82 The number of criminal cases brought against directors for breaches of The 

Companies Act 2006 are equally minimal, with most simply paying fines. This is not a 

conducive environment to effective corporate governance.  

Moreover, for reasons detailed above, the emphasis placed upon the stewards and 

‘gatekeepers’ whom are heralded as the corporate governance panacea are simply misplaced 

and unsubstantiated given the realities of how many, especially institutional investors and 

hedge funds (whom own the majority of stock in the UK and the US) , actually operate and 

the suboptimal incentives at play (not to mention potential conflicts of interest) if they were 
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to oblige their full stewardship duties.83 In fact, some such as Chiu argue that other solutions 

suggested such as increased ‘shareholder activism’ often have no impact on performance, 

with some forms of aggressive activism actually damaging the company more.84 To this end, 

this report concludes that the existing corporate governance framework is in urgent need of 

reform, lest further corporate scandals continue to destroy savings and economic prosperity. 

Due to the devastation such scandals cause, all practitioners are minded to attach the upmost 

importance to the above within their our practice and advisory capacities.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

This report recommends an immediate and comprehensive review of the existing corporate 

governance framework in the UK, with a view to legislating for a deeper and more-

encompassing fiduciary duty across the different levels of the corporation – from the majority 

shareholders to the directors and senior managers - with severe criminal repercussions for 

individuals and corporations associated with behaviour akin to the kind that facilitates such 

corporate failures. The introduction of a statutory audit body responsible for the audit of the 

most important UK companies (such as the FTSE 250) should also be considered – given the 

continual failings of the existing framework, and given the enormous negative impact on 

society and the economy such failures have.  
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